Abstract. We prove cut-off results for deadlocks and serializability of a P Vthread T run in parallel with itself: For a P V thread T which accesses a set R of resources, each with a maximal capacity κ : R → N, the PV-program T n , where n copies of T are run in parallel, is deadlock free for all n if and only if T M is deadlock free where M = Σ r∈R κ(r). This is a sharp bound: For all κ : R → N and finite R there is a thread T using these resources such that T M has a deadlock, but T n does not for n < M . Moreover, we prove a more general theorem: There are no deadlocks in p = T 1|T 2| · · · |T n if and only if there are no deadlocks in
Introduction
To verify properties of parallel programs in a setting, where users decide how many threads are run, is difficult. In the case where an unknown number, n, of copies of the same thread T may be run in parallel with itself as a program T n , a cut-off result states that some property holds for all T n if and only if it holds for T M for a fixed M called the cut-off. Hence verification is required for only that case.
When T is a P V -program, it locks and releases resources from a set of resources R, with a capacity function κ : R → N which gives an upper bound for how many of the parallel threads may hold a lock on the resource at a time. The properties of T n investigated here are deadlocks and serializability. For deadlocks, our cutoff theorem, Thm. 3.8 and Cor. 3.9 simply states: T n is deadlock free for all n if and only if T M is deadlock free for M = Σ r∈R κ(r). More generally: A program p = T 1|T 2| · · · |T n is deadlock free if and only if all M -dimensional sub programs T i1 |T i2 | · · · |T iM are deadlock free.
An execution of a parallel program is serializable, if it is equivalent to a serial execution -execute one thread at a time. A program is serializable if all executions of it are serializable. Equivalence of executions in the P V -setting has a geometric interpretation -see e.g. [6] -two executions are equivalent if and only if their execution paths are dihomotopic.
For serializability, only threads without loops and non deterministic choice are considered.
Thm. 4.2 states that for κ ≡ 1, T n is serializable for all n if and only if T 2 is serializable. The general case, serializability of T 1|T 2| . . . T n is NP-complete [1] .
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In [11] the requirement is specified as pairwise serializability plus a condition on a graph.
For capacities at least 2, T is serializable if and only if all executions are equivalent. This is Thm. 4.9.
There is an obstruction to serializability, first described in [7] . For P V -programs, we refine this and define a local choice point Def. 4.11: a state, where a locally irreversible choice must be made.
If there are no local choice points in a P V -program, then the program is serializable.
For a thread T as above without branching or loops: There are no local choice points in T n for any n if and only if there are no local choice points in T M where M = Σ r∈R κ(r) + 1. A generalization of this is: If there are no local choice points in any of the M -dimensional sub programs, T i1 |T i2 | · · · |T iM of p = T 1|T 2| · · · |T n, then p is serializable.
Notice that this is an obstruction result, it is not an equivalence. A program with local choice points may be serializable.
If there is a local choice point in T n , then there are potential deadlocks (deadlocks which may not be reachable from the initial point and may even be in the forbidden region) in T n+1 . Hence, a deadlock algorithm may be used to rule out the existence of local choice points. Remark 1.1. Our use of the term cut-off is related to, but not the same as the cut-off for unfolding of Petri nets in [2] . Their cut-off is a minimal complete prefix which represents all possible unfoldings of loops and branchings. In [3] we prove a result closer to that, namely that there are finite cut-offs for unfolding of nested loops in the P V -model, when the aim is to find deadlocks and states from which the program cannot finish. I.e., the question is how many times one should unfold the loops in a parallel program, where the threads and in particular the number of threads is fixed. The present results are not about unfoldings. Here the number of threads is the parameter.
Preliminaries
The PV-programs considered in the present paper are simple -they have no loops and no branchings/choice. Hence the definitions here are not the most general ones. We will indicate when results generalize to the setting with loops and choice. Definition 2.1. Given a set R of resources, each with a positive capacity κ : R → IN + . A PV-thread is a finite sequence T = w 1 w 2 . . . w l where w i ∈ {P r , V r |r ∈ R}
The resource use of resource r ∈ R is defined for 0 ≤ i ≤ l + 1:
otherwise The initial state, 0 is denoted ⊥ and the final state l + 1 is ⊤.
T is valid if 0 ≤ ρ r (T, i) ≤ 1 for all i and ρ r (l + 1) = 0 for all r ∈ R. A (valid) PV-program is a parallel composition of (valid) PV-threads p = T 1|T 2| · · · |T n.
If it is clear what thread or program is considered, ρ r (−, j) will be denoted ρ r (j). Lemma 2.3. Let T = w 1 w 2 · · · w l be a valid PV-thread. For each r ∈ R let P(r) = {i|w i = P r } and V(r) = {i|w i = V r }. When these sets are non empty, let i 1 < i 2 < . . . < i k(r) and j 1 < j 2 < . . . < j m(r) be the ordered elements of P(r) respectively V(r) Then
• For all r: #P(r) = #V(r), i.e., k(r) = m(r) • i s < j s < i s+1 for s = 1, . . . , k(r) In particular, w 1 = P r for some r ∈ R and w l = Vr for somer ∈ R. The sequence i 1 < j 1 < i 2 < . . . < i k(r) < j k(r) is the P r , V r sequence for T .
Proof. First, by Def.2.1, ρ r (i) = #{s ∈ P(r)|s ≤ i} − #{s ∈ V(r)|s ≤ i} and ρ r (l + 1) = 0. Hence, either both sets are empty or k(r) = m(r).
) ≥ 2 and again this violates validity of T .
In [4] , see also [6] p.62, a geometric model of a more general PV-program is provided. For our simpler case, it is as follows:
The geometric model of a PV-program p = T 1|T 2| · · · |T n is the subset of the n-rectangle
The point (0, 0, . . . , 0) is denoted ⊥ and the top point (l 1 + 1, . . . , l n + 1) is denoted ⊤. Notice the slight abuse of notation: The coordinate l i + 1 in the thread T i is also denoted ⊤. If clarification is needed, this is called ⊤ i and similarly ⊥ i denotes x i = 0.
Points in X are (generalized) states of the program. A coordinate x i is a (generalized) state of T i An integer coordinate x i corresponds to either access request P r , release, V r , bottom ⊥ i or top ⊤ i of T i. 
This implies that x ki ∈]i s , j s [, where i s , j s are in the P r , V r -sequence for T k i . Moreover,consider the rectangle R = I 1 × · · · × I n with I ki =]i s , j s [ for i = 1, . . . , κ(r) + 1 and I j = [0, l j + 1] otherwise. If y ∈ R, then ρ r (y) > κ(r).
Hence, F p is the union of all such n-rectangles.
Definition 2.7. An execution of a PV-program is a directed path also called a dipath:
. Executions γ and µ are equivalent if there is a continuous deformation of γ to µ through execution paths, i.e., a continuous map H :
H(t, 1) = µ(t). Such an H is a dihomotopy and the execution paths γ and µ are dihomotopic.
Only valid PV-threads and valid PV-programs are considered in the following.
Deadlock
Deadlocks in a P V -program are characterized in terms of resource use and capacities. And the cut-off theorem for deadlocks in T n is given. By [3] , if there are loops in T , a state is a deadlock in T n if and only if the corresponding state is a deadlock in the non-looped program, where all loops in T n are delooped once. Similarly for the non deterministic choice: A deadlock in such a program is a deadlock in one of the choices. Hence, the deadlock cut-off results hold for more general PV-programs. Definition 3.1. Let X be the geometric model of a P V -program with n threads.
Equivalently, x is a deadlock if it is not the final point, it is reachable from ⊥ and no non-trivial directed path initiates in x. 
.T n)
n has at least n(n−1) deadlocks. 
Proof. If x j = ⊤, the j'th process cannot proceed. If x i = P r(i) and ρ r(i) (x) = κ(r(i)), so ρ r(i) (x + te i ) = κ(r(i)) + 1, and therefore x + te i ∈ F , for all t small enough. So x is a deadlock.
Now suppose x is a deadlock. If x i = V r , then the i'th process can proceed and x is not a deadlock, hence x i = P r(i) or x i = ⊤. If x i = P r(i) and ρ r(i) < κ(r(i)), then the i'th process may proceed and x is not a deadlock. Hence, ρ r(i) (x) ≥ κ(r(i)), but ρ r(i) (y) ≤ κ(r(i)) for all states y ∈ X, so ρ r(i) (x) = κ(r(i))
Proof. The resource use ρ s (x 1 , . . . , x m ) = ρ s (x 1 , . . . , x m , ⊤, . . . , ⊤) for all resources s, as no resources are held at ⊤. The requests for resources are also the same, namely x i = P r(i) or x i = ⊤. Hence, there are only trivial dipaths from (x 1 , . . . , x m , ⊤, . . . , ⊤). This point is reachable by a concatenation of
and is allowed, since no resources are locked at ⊤ and hence ρ r (µ(t)) = ρ r (γ(t)) for all r.
Theorem 3.6. Let T be P V -thread such that every resource is accessed at most once, then there are no deadlocks in T n .
Proof.
. Since x is a deadlock, there are κ(r(i)) locks on r(i). The threads j which hold a lock on r(i) satisfy x i < x j < ⊤, since r(i) is only locked once -at x i . Let x k = max({x 1 , . . . , x n } \ ⊤). x is not the final state so this is not the empty set. Hence x k = P r(k) and r(k) is not locked, since x k < x j < ⊤ is not satisfied for any j. A contradiction.
The symmetric case T n is as complicated as different threads in parallel in the following sense:
Proof. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be the coordinates of a deadlock in p, where coordinates are natural numbers -x i denotes the x i 'th action in T i. Let l(T i) be the number of actions in T i.
The action and resource use at l(T 1.T 2. . . . .T i)+ x i+1 in T is the same as at x i+1 in T (i + 1). A dipath tox is a concatenation η ⋆ µ of a sequential dipath η to y = (0, l(T 1), l(T 1.T 2), . . . , l(T 1.T 2. . . . .T (n − 1))) and µ(t) = y + γ(t), where γ is a dipath to x. Hence,x is a deadlock. By symmetry, all permutations of the coordinates inx give deadlocks. As the coordinates are pairwise different, there are n! such deadlocks.
For an example, see Ex. 3.3.
. |T n be a valid PV-program. Then there is a deadlock in p if and only if there is a deadlock in a PV-program
Proof. If there is a deadlock (x 1 , . . . , x m ) in a subset, then this gives a deadlock at (x 1 , . . . , x m , ⊤, . . . , ⊤) in p, by Lem. 3.5
Suppose x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a deadlock for p. Then all threads either are at ⊤ or request a resource r which is held by κ(r) other threads. Letx = (x i1 , . . . , x im ) be the coordinates for which T ij both holds a resource, i.e., ρ l (x ij ) > 0 for some l ∈ R, and requests a(nother) resource. This is still a deadlock, since
• The resource use is the same: If T j holds a resource at x j , then x j = ⊤, since no resources are held at ⊤. Hence x j = P r(j) , so T j both holds and requests a resource and thus x j = x is for some s .
• All x ij = P r(ij ) and ρ r(ij ) (x) = ρ r(ij ) (x) = κ(r(i j )) •x is reachable by a restriction of the dipath leading to x to the relevant coordinates. At most M processes can hold a resource, so m ≤ M . Corollary 3.9. Let T be a P V process such that ρ r (⊤) = 0 for all r. Then T n is deadlock free for all n if and only if T M is deadlock free, where
n is deadlock free for all n, clearly T M is deadlock free. Suppose there is a deadlock in T n for some n. Then there is a deadlock in T M : Proof. Let T = P r 1 P r 2 V r 1 P r 3 V r 2 . . . , P r k V r k−1 P r 1 V r k V r 1 Then the following holds:
• There is a deadlock in T
M
• There are no deadlocks in T n for n ≤ M
The deadlock is at x = (
. . , x k ) where, if we number the 2k + 2 steps in T from 1 to 2k + 2
• For i = 1, x i = 2i − 2, so x i = P r i and x i is repeated κ(r i−1 ) times and hence holds κ(r i−1 ) locks on r i−1 • x 1 = 2k is the last of the two calls of P r 1 and is repeated κ(r k ) times.
Holds κ(r k ) locks on r k x is a deadlock: For i = k, the threads at x i request a resource which is held by the κ(r i ) threads, which are at x i+1 . The threads at x k request r k which is held by the κ(r k ) threads at x 1 x is reachable from 0: A directed path is composed by γ 0 . . . , γ k−1 , where γ i is as follows: γ 0 : 0 → (x 1 , 0) serially -one coordinate at a time.
This path γ is allowed, since no resource is locked above its capacity along it: • For γ 0 : ρ i (γ 0 (t)) ≤ 1 for i = k, since it is a serial dipath and no thread calls a resource it already holds. Since ρ k (x 1 ) = 1 and γ 0 (1) = x 1 , we have
• In general for j ≥ 1, Since γ j does not pass P r l for l > k − j + 1 and since it is serial,
. There are no deadlocks in T n for n < M : Suppose y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) is a deadlock. Then there is at least one y i = ⊤, i.e., y i = x j(i) = P r j(i) . There are κ(r j(i) ) threads locking r j(i) and they all have to request a resource. Hence, if j(i) < k,there are l i = κ(j(i)) threads y j1 = . . . = y j l i = P (j(i) + 1). Consequently, there are κ(r j(i)+1 ) threads holding r j(i)+1 . If j(i) = k, then κ(r k ) threads are at x 1 = P r 1 . Now iterate. Consequently, y is a permutation of ((
Example 3.11. Three resources of capacity 1. T = P aP bV aP cV bP aV cV a, κ ≡ 1. T 3 has a deadlock at (6, 2, 4), where we number the actions in T from 1 to 8. The path to the deadlock runs (0, 0, 0) → (6, 0, 0) → (6, 0, 4) → (6, 2, 4). Care is needed when providing the path as other piecewise serial paths such as (0, 0, 0) → (0, 2, 0) → (6, 2, 0) → (6, 2, 4) go through the forbidden states -this particular path locks a above its capacity at the point (2, 2, 0) . There are deadlocks at (6, 4, 2), (4, 6, 2), (4, 2, 6), (2, 6, 4) and (2, 4, 6). See Fig. 2 
Serializability
An execution is serializable, if it is equivalent to a serial path -one thread is executed from ⊥ to ⊤ at a time. A program is serializable if all the executions of it are serializable, Def. 4.1. For a thread T calling only resources of capacity κ = 1, T n is serializable if and only if T 2 is serializable, Thm. 4.2. For capacity higher than one, we do not have a cut-off theorem, but in Thm. 4.9 we prove that when all resources have capacity at least 2, a program is serializable if and only if the space of executions is connected. Moreover, there is an obstruction to serializability, which exists for T n if and only if it exists in T M where M = Σ r∈R κ(r) + 1 Definition 4.1. Consider a PV-program p = T 1|T 2| · · · |T n with geometric model X. An execution γ : I → X, γ(0) =⊥, γ(1) = ⊤ is serial if there is a subdivision 0 = t 0 < t 1 < t 2 · · · < t n = 1 of [0, 1] and a bijection σ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} such that for t ∈ [t i−1 , t i ], γ j (t) ∈ {⊥, ⊤} for j = σ(i) and moreover, γ σ(i) (t i−1 ) =⊥ and γ σ(i) (t i ) = ⊤. An execution µ is serializable if there is a serial execution γ : I → X which is equivalent to µ in the sense of Def. 2.7.
The program p is serializable if all executions are serializable.
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a PV-thread acquiring only resources of capacity 1. Then T n is serializable for all n if and only if T 2 is serializable.
In [10] and [11] which are also geometric, they study serializability (which they call safety) for the general case T 1|T 2| . . . |T n and prove that T i|T j has to be serializable for all pairs and moreover, there is a condition on a cycle in a graph. Furthermore, in [10] they give an example of three processors which are pairwise serializable, but T 1|T 2|T 3 is not serializable. Hence, Thm. 4.2 does not hold when the threads are different. Our proof refers to the algorithms and results on classification of executions of a simple P V -program up to equivalence, see e.g. [6] p.130 and [9] . The equivalence classes are the connected components of the space of executions paths and the algorithm provides a combinatorial model of the space, which is much more than needed here. The part needed here is given in the following, where we use the model from Def. 2.4 with a slight modification to allow easier comparison to the references: Proof. For existence, see [6] Prop. 7.27. The upshot is that a dipath passes each rectangle and avoids at least one of the extensions R Proof. The geometric model is X = I n \ F where F consists of n · (n − 1)/2 forbidden rectangles:
A schedule is a choice of i or j for each rectangle, i.e., whether T i or T j passes ]a, b[ first. This pairwise order gives a total order -i.e., there are no "loops" i < j < . . . < i, since a dipath γ obeying such a schedule would satisfy γ
Hence, the set of schedules is in bijection with the set of total orders on {1, . . . , n}. Each order is obeyed by a serial execution -following the order. By Prop. 4.6 A schedule determines an equivalence class of executions completely. I.e., all executions are equivalent to a serial execution and no serial executions are equivalent.
Notice that since all serial executions consist of executing T n times, they may seem to be the same execution. They are not, however. They differ in the order in which each PV-thread gets access to resources.
Proof. Of Thm. 4.2. Suppose T is non-trivial, otherwise all T n are serializable. Suppose now that T 2 is serializable. The proof consist of proving (1) All the n! serial executions of T n are inequivalent -there is no dihomotopy between them. (2) There are at most n! equivalence classes of executions of T n .
Then all equivalence classes of executions has to contain a serial execution and therefore T n is serializable.
Proof of 1):
The forbidden area is a union of n-rectangles × . And all dipaths are in one of these two classes. Hence, at each forbidden rectangle, there is a choice of one of such two schedules wrt. that rectangle.
• The set of dipaths obeying the same schedule at each forbidden rectangle is either empty or contractible.
Since T is non-trivial, there is at least one call of a resource, r, i.e., there is an interval ]a, b[, where the resource r is held. Hence, the forbidden region contains the n(n−1) 2 rectangles listed in Lem. 4.7 and thus, the n! serial executions are inequivalent.
Proof of Since T 2 is serializable, all dipaths are dihomotopic to one of the two serial dipaths. Hence, only two schedules give rise to a non-empty set of dipaths. I.e., the schedule at one rectangle fixes the schedule at all the others. One thread goes first at all the rectangles or the other one goes first everywhere.
The forbidden region in T n is the union of all × n k=1 I k where I k = All in all, a schedule is a total order on {1, . . . , n} and as in Lem. 4.7, all executions are equivalent to a serial execution, and none of these are equivalent.
The example in [10] of pairwise serializability and T 1|T 2|T 3 not serializable is precisely such a "loop" -possible since each resource is accessed by two threads, not by all three.
Example 4.8. If resources of capacity 1 are mixed with higher capacity resources, Thm. 4.2 is not true. Let T 1 = P aP dP bV bP cV cV dV a, T 2 = P aP bP cV aP dV dV bV c, T 3 = P aP bV bV aP cP dV dV c and suppose κ(a) = κ(b) = κ(c) = 2. Then p = T 1|T 2|T 3 is non serializable, this is "two wedges" -see [8] . Let r be a resource of capacity 1. Then with T = P r V r T 1.T 2.T 3, T 2 is serializable, but T 3 is not.
For higher capacities, the geometry is very different: and µ is non decreasing and there are no loops.) Hence, since only two threads T i and T i + 1 are executed along µ, for all resources s, the resource use ρ s (µ(t)) ≤ 2 ≤ κ(s). So all dipaths are allowed and hence µ = T i.T i + 1 is dihomotopic to T i + 1.T i
In [7] , a sufficient condition for serializability may be found. The setting there is more general than what we need, so we spell it out in the special case of a P V -program.
In [7] Prop. 2.18, conditions (called uniformly locally di-1-connected and the uniform local dihomotopy extension property) are given for when all directed paths are dihomotopy equivalent. We do not give these conditions in general. For our purpose, the following suffices: Let e 1 , . . . , e n be standard basis vectors for R n Proposition 4.10. (From [7] Prop. 2.20 and 2.18) Let X = I n \ F ⊂ R n , where F is a finite union of n-rectangles. All pairs of dipaths γ, µ in X with γ(0) = µ(0) and γ(1) = µ(1) are dihomotopic if the following condition holds: For every point x ∈ X and every pair of edges x + te l , x + te m , t ∈ [0, ε[ which are in X for ε small enough, there is a sequence e ij , j = 1, . . . , k such that x + te ij is in X for t ∈ [0, ε[ ε small enough, i 1 = l and i k = m and pairwise connections by rectangles
This leads to the following definition of obstructions to all dipaths being dihomotopic:
Definition 4.11. Let X = I n \ F , where F is a finite set of n-rectangles. A point x ∈ X is a local choice point, if there is an ε > 0 and l = m such that the dipaths x + tεe l , and x + tεe m t ∈ [0, 1] are in X, but for all sequences of allowed edges x + tεe ij l = i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k = m there is at least one connecting 2-cell which is forbidden: {x + tεe ij + sεe ij+1 |t, s ∈]0, 1]} ∩ F = ∅ for all ε > 0. Proof. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a local choice point and let x + te l x + te m be as in Def. 4.11, i.e., these threads may proceed from the state x and there is no sequence of edges and rectangles connecting them. In particular, x + ue l + ve m ∈ F for u > 0 and v > 0 and small enough. Hence, there is a resourcer such that ρr(x) ≤ κ(r), ρr(x + ue l + ve m ) > κ(r) for u > 0 and v > 0. This implies that x l or x m is Pr and consequently ρr(x + te l ) = ρr(x) + 1 or ρr(x + te m ) = ρr(x) + 1. Moreover, ρr(x + te l ) ≤ κ(r) and ρr(x + te m ) ≤ κ(r). Hence, ρr(x) = κ(r) − 1, x l = x m = Pr and ρr(x + ue l + ve m ) = κ(r) + 1.
This holds for all allowed directions x + te ij . Let S be the set of these i j . For k ∈ S, x + te k is not in X for small positive t, hence x k = ⊤ or x + te k ∈ F , i.e., x k = P s with ρ s (x) = κ(s). Proof. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ p be a local choice point and suppose x m and x l are as in the proof of 4.13.
The following construction gives a subset {i 1 , i 2 , . . . i k } and a local choice point
Choose a subset x i1 , . . . , x i k of x 1 , . . . , x n as follows: If x j does not hold a resource and j = l, m, then omit x j . Letx = (x i1 , . . . , x i k ) be the resulting point in T i 1 | . . . |T i k . Thenx is a local choice point: For this, check the conditions in the proof of 4.13. First, notice that ρ r (x) = ρ r (x), since no resources were held by the omitted threads, (1) Allx j are access requests, since those which did not hold a resource are omitted, and no resources are held at ⊤. (2) Since x l and x m are not omitted, x l = x m = Pr still holds and ρr(x) = κ(r) − 1 (3) All resources such that x i = P r and r =r satisfy ρ r (x) = κ(r), since ρ r (x) = ρ r (x) k ≤ M : For all i = l, m,x i holds a resource and ρr(x) = κ(r) − 1. Hence, k ≤ Σ r∈R κ(r) − 1 + 2 = Σ r∈R κ(r) + 1 = M .
There is then a choice point in a subset T i 1 | . . . |T i k |T j 1 | . . . |T j M−k at (x i1 , . . . , x i k , ⊤, . . . , ⊤). Proof. The last statement is a consequence of Prop. 4.10. If κ(r) = 1, then any point (Pr, Pr, ⊤, . . . , ⊤) is a choice point. For κ ≥ 2, the argument in the proof of 4.14 works. A choice point in T n gives a choice point in T M either by adding ⊤ at the remaining coordinates or by reducing tox as in 4.14.
When κ = 1, the bound is 2 and is certainly sharp. The bound is not known to be sharp for general capacity. More precisely: Proof. Let R = {r 1 , . . . , r k } and T = P r 1 P r 2 V r 1 P r 3 V r 2 . . . , P r k V r k−1 P r 1 V r k V r 1 PrVr as in Thm. 3.10.
There is a choice point in T M−2 at x = ( x k . . . x k ) according to Lem. 4.13 withr = r k and S the last κ(r k−1 ) threads. x is reachable by an execution path from 0 as in Thm. 3.10. Hence, (x, ⊤, ⊤) is a local choice point in T M . Suppose y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) is a local choice point and that no thread is at ⊤. Let r = r i be the resource requested. Suppose i = 1 -for i = 1, the argument is similar. Suppose after reordering y n , y n−1 ∈ S. As r 1 is held by κ(r 1 ) − 1 threads, y 1 , . . . , y κ(r1)−1 = x 2 = P r 2 . Hence, κ(r 2 ) threads hold r 2 , i.e., they are at x 3 and request r 3 and y is a permutation of the coordinates in x. In particular y ∈ T M−2 .
Algorithmic considerations
The deadlock algorithm in [5] may of course be applied to find the deadlocks at the cut-off, but local choice points are very close to being deadlocks and hence may also be found using the deadlock algorithm: 
